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1. Chemotherapy
2.  The Words We Say 
3. Lonely Bones 
4. Chemotherapy (acoustic)

The Artist: Up until this debut solo release, Colin Gawel has devoted his musical talents 
to writing and performing with Indi-rock stalwarts Watershed, who have a resume longer 
than Interstate 70 which knifes through Colin’s hometown of Columbus, OH. Teaming up 
with world class recording engineer Mike Landolt (Maroon 5, O.A.R.) in 2005, the pair con-
centrated on a completely new sound for Colin focusing more on his weighty lyrics and 
his earthy vocals and less the bombastic rock approach Watershed had nailed so perfectly 
in the past. Bypassing conventional rock wisdom, the pair have amassed more than a full 
CD’s worth of memorable music but will only be releasing the tracks in a single’s format 
roughly six months apart. 

“We both feel strongly that all of these songs deserve to have 1’s and 2’s next to them on the 
sleeve. Besides, who has time to listen to 15 new Colin Gawel tunes? Hell, even I don’t”- Colin

The Label:  Mike Landolt, founder of Curry House Music, has recorded hundreds of 
projects and has been involved with more than his share of hits. The idea for Curry House 
Music is a simple one: 

“Most labels throw twenty songs at the wall to see what sticks, I am going to record twenty and 
release only the very best. I will promise not to waste your time if you promise to give me your 

ears for 10 minutes a couple times a year. Deal?”- Mike Landolt

Selling Points: 
ߎ  Available for purchase online from the iTunes Store, Amazon MP3, Rhapsody and 

select record stores
ߎ  Selected to perform at the Springsteen Fanfest Weekend at the Rock and Roll Hall of 

Fame
ߎ  Publicity campaign targeting National/Regional Press, XM/Sirius, Alternative, Inter-

net, and Public Radio in addition to music websites
ߎ  Colin already has a sizable national following through his work in Watershed and 

will be constantly updating all his media outlets
ߎ  Colin will be touring the Eastern U.S.A. summer and fall of 2009 both solo and with 

his crack backing band “The Lonely Bones”.  He is available for in-studio perfor-
mances and interviews

ߎ  Videos for Chemotherapy and The Words We Say available on YouTube and Palestra

A Brief Discography:  Watershed’s hit The Best Is Yet to Come was featured in the 
2008/2009 Ohio state tourism campaign.  Other Watershed songs used in TV shows La-
guna Beach, Date My Mom, Flipping Out, Made, and Rob and Big.  Colin’s full-length albums 
with Watershed included:   

ߎ  The More it Hurts the More it Works (IDOL) produced by Tim Patalan top ten sound-
scan seller Columbus Ohio, July 2001;

ߎ  How Do you Feel 
ߎ  Twister (Epic) produced by Jim Steinman, #2 song Chicago, IL July 1996. 
ߎ  5th of July (IDOL)  produced by Tim Patalan- 2006 CD of the year Popbang radio; “
ߎ  Three Chords and a Cloud of Dust 2 (IDOL) Mike Landolt “Best live CD2008” 
ߎ  Star Vehicle (Thundercreek) Frank Aversa WWCD101 #1 request of the year 1998; 

 Watershed has toured and/or played with: The Smithereens, Cheap Trick, The Clarks, Dash 
Rip Rock, Ben Folds Five, Insane Clown Posse (40 shows-this isn’t a joke) Sister Hazel, Wilco, 
Seven Mary Three, Hootie and The Blowfish, Cowboy Mouth and way, way too many more 
to mention all over the U.S.A.  Watershed has appeared 3 times at SXSW.

Additional Information:  For more information or press availability contact 
Will Kenworthy at 614.442.6835 or wdk@slaterunmedia.com
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